Speaking of "Church Shock," this is a behind-the-scenes picture of the 🎥 signals of the future and then developing scenarios based on those. Why it matters: changed.

In order to coincide with Future conversation 🗓 What's next:

How it worked:

1. [update] Text experience experiment a
2. [update] Young Adult deep dive:
3. [update] Libritos
4. [update] Webинар #1 on June 2:
5. [update] Webинар #2 on June 15:
6. [update] Text experience experiment a
7. Faith in the Future: Conversations (see #7 above)
8. [update] Faith in the Future: Conversations (see #7 above)

Here are some of the things we have learned:

- A few people investing 2-3 minutes a week to share posts can increase organic (free) distribution.
- We have been using Facebook where $20.00 typically means a post
- Most important, many guests want to stay in touch with the church.
- Here's his note:
- Here we see the Rev. Daniel Klein while cinematographer Daniel
- The movie has been a year-long process of discerning
- Jennifer) continued the process of deep listening.
- As April rolled by
- 333 people took the time to respond to our post-experiment evaluation.
- Over the course of the week, we delivered 22,010 text messages.
- The bottom line:
- The conversations are yielding rich moments of encounter with real
- "spiritual but not religious." Heidi Unruh
- Jennifer) continued the process of deep listening.
- As April rolled by
- Faith in the Future: Conversations (see #7 above)
- The movie will be available on July 6.
- Here we see the Rev. Daniel Klein while cinematographer Daniel
- The method of foresight used to develop the scenarios is the same as
- 80% of the evaluations rated us 8, 9, or 10 on a scale of 0 to 10 when
- "mindful" this Holy Week when compared to previous ones.
- The bottom line:
- To this day, nature holds a sacred resonance for spiritual formation,
- Care, and connection.
- The created world has consistently and clearly reflected Divine love,
- growth, healing, and learning.
- Our earliest testament of God comes from nature.
- The big picture:
- Would you like to connect your congregation deeper to
- TryTank will be launching a new experiment helping
- In partnership with TryTank, the Center is forming a pilot
- Both ninety-minute webinars begin at 3:00 pm Eastern.
- Connect with Your Neighborhood
- Webинар #1 on June 2:
- Webинар #2 on June 15:
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